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Appendixx B 

Conjugatee Directions Method 

Inn this appendix we describe the Manevich's conjugate direction method. This algorithm is 
foundd to be the most powerful among the various methods for unconstrained (quadratic and 
non-quadratic)) function minimization. The method is elegant as it does not require extensive 
knowledgee of higher mathematics to derive it. This is shown below. 

B.ll  Single variable quadratic function 
Considerr a quadratic function of a single variable: fix) = c + bx + \Ax2. For any two 
points,, xi and x2, the following expression is valid: 

f'(xf'(x22)-f'(x)-f'(x11)) = A(x2-x1) (B.l) 

wheree f'(xi),i = 1, 2 is the derivative of f(x) at x = Xi, i = 1, 2. 
Forr three points xi, x2, xm one has: 

f'(xf'(x22)-f'(x)-f'(x11)) = A(x2-x1) 
!'{x!'{x 22)) - f'{xm) = A(x2 - xm) 

Iff  xm is the point where the function has its minimum, then f'(xm) — 0 and the point can be 
foundd as follows: 

^ 22 ~"  \%2 — X\)~Fi 
I'M I'M 

f'M-f'ixi] f'M-f'ixi] 
f'(xf'(x22)) (B.2) 

hh2 2 

Onee can see that the minimum of a single variable quadratic function can be found after 

99 9 
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twoo steps: the first step is an arbitrary non-zero step (V/ii  ̂ 0), the second step ho is defined 
byy formula (B.2). 

B.22 iV-variabl e quadratic function and conjugate directions 
Considerr a quadratic function of N variables 

/ ( f )) = c + ( ö , f) + - ( x , A f ) , (B.3) 

wheree x is the vector of function variables and A is the positive-definite matrix. The equiv-
alentt expression to (B.l) for the Ar-variable quadratic function wil l be: 

f{Ï2)-r(2i)f{Ï2)-r(2i)  = MÏ2-ïi) (B.4) 

wheree / ' (x ,) is the gradient of the function at the point xx. 

Conjugatee vectors 

Thee set of vectors {/7JJ=1 iV is called a conjugate vector set, if the vectors are conjugate with 
respectt to the matrix A, i.e. for any pair of the vectors the following relation is valid: 

{(p{(pii,Ap,Apjj)) = 0) i^j.i.j  = l,....N (B.5) 

Anyy vector f can be represented as f = J2l= i ZiPd a n c* t ne function f(Jr) reduces to a sum 
off  independent single-variable quadratic functions that have to be minimised to obtain the 
minimumm of f(x): 

ss .v 

ƒ(.?)) - c + Y^ib.  ̂ + ^Jl&Pi-MjPj) 
1 =11 1 . J=1 

vv - 1 v 

== c^^2^.pt) + -j2 t'*j  [iy'  APJ > 
!=11 ~ i.j  = l 

.VV Y 

== r + ^ ^ ( ö . ; 7 ,) + - ^ ^ ( / 7 , . A / 7 j 
[ = 11 ~ , = ] 

.V V 

wheree gr[^,) = ^,(b.pt) -r ^ ' ( / v A/7, J are single variable functions. 
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Thee function minimization when the set {p;};=i,. v is known 

Iff  the set of conjugate vectors {pi},=i.. Y is known then the function minimum can be found 
afterr two steps. To demonstrate this, we write the equivalent of formula (B.2): 

xxmm==  xi + fa-xi)+) 7-77, — ~^ri TTTT^T ^ b ' 

*-f*-f  INI (f'fa)-f'(A)-Pi)\M 
hi hi 

whichh was obtained by using the following equivalences in the expression of h2 (compare 

(B.2)and(B.6)): : 

( f ll  - X2,Pi) 
Xl-X-2Xl-X-2 > 77777, 

INI I 
f'fa)f'fa) (f'falü) 

f'fa)-f'fa)f'fa)-f'fa) {f'fa)-f'fa),Pi) 

Onee can see that after the first step that has non-zero projections on each conjugate vector 
(i£Lz|^£ill  -̂  o, i = 1 , N), the second step h2 gives the function minimum. 

'\Pi'\Pi  II 

Define e 

/;(f)) = (ffaji) 
(2)) = {Xi-X2.Pi) jf'fa). Pi) 

INII  (f'fa)-f'(xi).Pi) 

thenn Formula (B.6) can be rewritten as 

:V V 

XXmm=T=T ll+fa-X+fa-Xll)) + Yt°™Th\ <B '7> 
,, = 1 I I P l 11 
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B.33 Algorith m description 

Takee some particular point P as the origin of the coordinate system with coordinates f = 
(x i , . ... , x,v). Then any function f{x) can be approximated by its Taylor series 

ii  ij  J 

~~ c+(6,£) + -(£,A£) (B.8) 

where e 

c S / ( P)) Ï S / ( P , [ A ] ü S ^ ( P ) 

Thee matrix A whose components are the second partial derivative matrix of the function is 
calledd Hesse matrix of the function at P. 

Firstt N+l steps 

Assumee that the conjugate vector set, {pl} l= \^, for the matrix A is known, but we will 
collectt only one vector per step: one adds one new vector to the set of the conjugate vectors 
collectedd on preceding steps, performs a step, and then repeats the procedure. 

Then,, our steps are: 

Stepp 1 

Wee have x l as a start point, f'(xx) as the gradient at this point, and take the first vector pi. 
Thee step is 

XX22 = X\ + hi—-

wheree Vhi / 0. 

Stepp 2 

Wee calculate f'(x2), and take the next vectorp2. The step is 

ff  3 = x i + hi +h2 

rr  _ (fi - x2,fi) f^fa) Pi (2) P2 
IIPilll  fp.i^)- f^(xi)\\pi\\ ||p2|| 

(2) ) 

wheree \/Hl  ̂ 0. In the case of a quadratic function and in absence of computer rounding 
errors,, the component of this step along the direction pi leads to the function minimum along 
thiss direction. If rounding errors are present then that minimum will be approximate. 
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Stepp 3 

Wee calculate / ' ( f3). and add the next vector p^. The step is 

x4 4 

hh3 3 

x33 + h-A 

\ pp (f2 - x3,p. f'r&) f'r&) 
1 =1 1 IPilll  f!p^)-f'P^-2)WP 

-h-h + K (3)) P3 

llPal l 

wheree V/Z-J; / 0. Again, in a case of the quadratic function and in the absence of rounding 
errors,, the components of this step along the directions px and f>2 lead to the function minima 
alongg these directions. If rounding errors are present then those minima wil l be approximate, 
butbut the minimum along p\ wil l also be improved. 

Stepp A: 

Wee calculate /'(xV-) a nd add the next vector pi-. The step is 

hhk k 

== xk + hk 

k-lk-l ,-. 

k-\ k-\ 

[Zk-l[Zk-l  — Xk,Pi /;.(& ) ) 
\\pi\ \\pi\ 

PiPi I H(k) _pk_ 

ffPP̂ k)-r^k)-r pp̂ k-,~)\\m^k-,~)\\m k~l\\Pk\ 

érr  Ml \\Pk 

(B.9) ) 

wheree V / / ^  ̂ 0. The a[k) (?' = 1 A' - 1) represent the projections on the conju-
gatee vectors pl (z = 1 , . . ., k - 1) of the step from the point x^, each of these projections 
leadss to the minimum along the corresponding direction in case of the quadratic function 
withoutt rounding errors. In the case of rounding errors, the function minima along the vec-
torss /7, (i = 1 , . . ., k - 2) wil l be improved. 

Stepp N + 1 

Wee calculate f'(xi\+[), and the last conjugate vector has been collected on the preceding 
step.. The last step for quadratic function wil l be: 

X\X\ + -2 

== £ 
++ h. 2.Y+11 "I" H.\+\ 

N N 
: : ,v+i, , 

\pi \pi ffpipi(xy^)(xy^) - /^(f.v) H/7,1 

Note,, that there are no arbitrary projections along any conjugate vector; the point f,v+2 is 
thee minimum of the quadratic function (e.g., if the function ƒ in (B.8) would be quadratic), 
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22 — £rn- One can easily see that we do not need the line minimization, which is required 
inn the Fletcher-Reeves conjugate gradient method [40]. This became possible because we 
wil ll  construct the set of required conjugate vectors without any reference to whether the 
functionn minima are reached along the searched vectors. 

Constructionn of the conjugate vector  set 

Considerr the point x k that was reached after k - 1 steps and assume that on those steps we 
weree able to calculate one conjugate vector per step. We made the steps using the above 
procedure.. Thus we have the vectors {p j l = u ._ i, and we are going to determine the next 
one-—pk.. The vector pk is found as a linear combination of the known vectors and the gradi-
entt at the current point xk: 

k-i k-i 

P**  = -/V*)+X> ; [k)[k) ii ii (B.10) ) 

Thee relations {(pfe, Ap;) = 0} l = 1 k_i should be valid. Substituting pk by (B.10) in these 
relations: : 

00 = (pk,Api) = (-f(xk) + ] T pVpt, Api] 

andd using the fact that the vectors are mutually conjugate, {(pj, Apt) = 0 }^ J; liJ=1 k_u we 
obtainn the expressions: 

CO, , (f(x(f(xkk),Ap),Apii)) = l3]K'(pi,Api 

tW tW whichh gives the fi\ coefficients for Formula (B.10): 

(B.ll ) ) 

Whatt do the {A;7J!=1,._k_x equal to? To answer this question, consider Formula (B.4) 
forr the current and preceding points, xk and ^ - I : 

f'ixk)f'ixk) ~ f'(*k-i)  = A(Ik - xk. (B.12) ) 
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Rememberr that the preceding step is: 

XXkk - Xfe_i hk-i hk-i 

k-2k-2 , ^ 
yXk-2yXk-2 ~ Xk-l,Pi, £ £ /;>vt; ; 

H, H, 
(k-l)(k-l) Pk-l 
k-2 k-2 

f'f' {Xk-i) - f'p.iXk-2) \\pi 

\Pk-\\ \Pk-\\ 

k-2 k-2 
\ ^  ̂ (k-l) Pi rr(k-\) Pi 

—— / " i ,| -v I, > nk-2 n -> 
i-^i-^ ' ï\r>:\\  K z T} | 

(B.13) ) 

P f c - l l 

P i f c - l l l 

Afterr substitution of this step for (xk - xk-i) in (B.12), we obtain the vector Apk-v 

ƒƒ (Xfc) - ƒ (Zfc- l ) = A ( 2 ^ OL{ T-TjT + # fc-2 ^ 
Pfc-1 1 

thus s 

(B.14) ) 

Onn the A-th step, we calculate the vector Apk-\ using the vectors {Api} i= i k-2 t h at w e re 

foundd on the preceding steps. We use this vector to determine the coefficients 0t'
} (see 

(B.ll  1)), and, finally, obtain the pk conjugate vector by Formula (B.10). For the first step we 
takee the anti-gradient (see Formula (B.10)) as the first conjugate vector; in general, the first 
vectorr can be taken arbitrarily. We now have a procedure that gives a new conjugate vector 
onn every step, including the first one. After N steps, one can keep this set of vectors or update 
itt by the procedure described in reference [41]. Note that the conjugate vector construction 
makess no use of the line minimization, while the conjugate gradient method [40] requires 
this. . 

Finally,, we derive a special form of of) (see Formula (B.9)). This form helps to un-
derstandd the chosen steps' components along the conjugate vectors and is very practical for 
programmingg this algorithm into computer codes. 
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B.44 Practical representation of a (*) ) 

Introducee C' as 

then n 

aaWW = _dk)&(x k) 

a a 
(k)(k) _ [Zk — Xfc_i,Pj 

Ipilll  fpS^k) - ƒ;,(£*_!) 

Butt from (B. 13): 

(B.15) ) 

XkXk ~ f*_! = £ R C f - V ^ V O ^ n + ". ftft  , r/(*-l ) P*:-l 

>=1 1 
-lif tt  I 'fc-2 2 

i f t - i i 

Itt gives: 

C WW = 

bi iK / ; ,^ ) - / ; , ^ - ! ) ) 1 ^ ^ [(E(-)^" ])4^-- xx ft -
lif tt  11 

++ ( ^ - 2 ^ — i ï ^ f t ) J : t = l , . . . , A - - l 
IPfc-il l 

Wee then find that the coefficients C\ from the current step can be derived from those of the 
precedingg step using the gradients at the current and preceding points: 

U f c -1 1 

== c .(fc-1) ) /;,(**--

-)H -)H 

f^x^)f^x^) - &(xk) ' 

(fc-D D 
A-- - 2 

ii  = 1 A- - 2 

/pfc. j^fc- l )) ~ fpk-S*k) 

(B.16) ) 

B.55 Comments 
Theree are four comments about the step's components along the conjugate vectors, which 
aree important in the practical realization of this algorithm: 
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First,, for the positive-definite matrix A (see (B.8)) the —C\ represent the diagonal 
elementss of the inverse Hesse matrix A" 1 in the coordinate system with the conjugate vectors 
ass the basis vectors. In this coordinate system the matrix is diagonal. It means that for 
thee same conjugate vector, the C\ do not change as the step number k runs, unless the 
functionn is non-quadratic: for a quadratic function the matrix A is a constant matrix. If the 
functionn is highly non-quadratic, then the coefficients might change considerably, and the 
step'ss component a- (along the corresponding vectors) must be constrained (see [41]) to 
keepp the function inside the region where the quadratic approximation is valid. 

Second,, the above feature of the coefficients C\ makes that the a] are the Newton's 
stepss along the corresponding vectors ;72. These step's components, which are independently 
controlled,, look at minima along their directions and do not change the possible minima 
alongg the neighbouring vectors for the quadratic function. Since the step's components are 
independentlyy controlled by (B.15)-(B.16), this is the way how it helps the rounding error 
problem. . 

Third,, the proposed procedure of the conjugate vector construction makes no use of line 
minimization!!  This also helps the rounding error problem. Since the function minimiza-
tionn is performed in the increasing subspace of the known conjugate vectors (the subspace 
dimensionn increases as more vectors are found), we use the quadratic approximation of the 
functionn (B.8) only for this subspace unlike the variable metric methods (e.g. [42] or [43]) 
do.. (The algorithm does not use the function second derivatives as well.) This enables us 
too make the optimal steps (in the context of the first two comments) and to use in the most 
effectivee way the available information about the function. 

Finally,, at the minimum the algorithm gives the sets of the conjugate vectors {#},= !  ;v 
andd of the vectors to which they must be orthogonal {(Ap,-)},- ^ v' This allows us to 
calculatee the covariant matrix A - 1, which can be used in the error analysis of the obtained 
functionn parameters at the minimum. 

B.66 Performance of the method for  quadratic functions 

Wee considered the following function of N variables (here the lower index is the number of 
thee variable): 

/<*  '.v) = è^r+'i; 

withh start point x(ÜJ = (1 . . .. ,1) and minimum ƒ(() 0) = 0 

Resultss for various values of .V obtained in our method and a comparison with those of 
thee variable metric method (VMM) are given in Table B.l. 

Thee convergence of our algorithm for quadratic functions turns out to be close to the 
theoreticall  limit—for functions of .V variables minima were reached after X + 1 steps with 
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Numberr of 
variables s 

N=10 0 
N=20 0 
N=30 0 
N=40 0 

Thiss method 

Number r 
off  steps 

11 1 
21 1 
31 1 
43 3 

Numberr of 
funct.calls s 

242 2 
882 2 
1922 2 
3526 6 

Accuracy y 
inn F 

0.22 * 10"25 

0.22 * 1CT27 

0.11 * 10~27 

0.2**  10-'21 

VM M M 

Numberr of 
funct.. calls 

448 8 
975 5 
1658 8 
2383 3 

Accuracy y 
inn F 

i(H 5 5 

io-'io-'22 22 

0.44 * 10"25 

o.i**  icr21 

Tablee B. 1: Results for a quadratic function. 

highh accuracy (may be, plus 1 - 4 steps at large Ar exceeding approximately 40-60). To 
comparee this algorithm with that of VMM , the last one was required to reach approximately 
thee same accuracy of the function at the minimum. 

Bothh algorithms are very effective for quadratic functions. It is clear that the most effi-
cientt method for quadratic functions is Newton's method. As the VMM-algorithm (in the 
MINUI TT package) calculates on the first iteration the Hesse matrix and then makes Newton 
steps,, its efficiency is close to that of Newton's method. This conjugate direction method 
doess not compare unfavourably with these methods. If we compare the total number of func-
tionn calls of these two algorithms', then the VMM has some advantage over our algorithm 
onlyy for Ar > 25; but still accuracy, as a rule, is higher in the proposed conjugate direction 
method. . 

B.77 Some history about gradient methods 

First,, there was the Steepest descent method. It starts at a point JV As many times as 
needed,, moves from the point i> to the point Jr^^i by minimising along the line from I> 
inn the direction of the local anti-gradient ~f'(Ik). Remember that the new gradient at the 
minimumm point of any line minimization is perpendicular to the direction just traversed. 
Thiss is expected to become a serious problem with minimising functions (even quadratic 
functions)) with deep valleys. 

FletcherFletcher and Reeves [40] proposed not to move in the direction of the local anti-gradient, 
butbut rather in a direction that is somehow constructed to be conjugate to the preceding direc-
tionn traversed; this way one saves the local minimum in that direction (as these two directions 
aree conjugate). They also observed that the new conjugate vector could be found by conju-
gatingg this vector with the last found conjugate vector because the line minimization in the 
directionn of that vector had been performed: At the point / I . + I, any vector orthogonal to 
/ ' ( fW i )) — f'{?k) and the vector i^.+ 1 - x<. are conjugate in the case of a quadratic function 
ƒ.. It looks like one pass of .Y-line minimizations wil l result in the minimum of a A'-vanable 

'Forr calculations of derivatives ot'quadratic functions central differences were used, one call of the gradient 
iss equivalent to 2.V calls of the function. 
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quadraticc function. This is the theory, but in practice, it won't be exactly at the minimum 
becausee of rounding errors, so that repeated cycles of A' line minimizations are required. 

ManevichManevich and Polyanchikov [44] went further using the following. First, for quadratic 
functionss two steps in the direction of any conjugate vector are enough to reach the minimum 
alongg this vector; for non-quadratic functions these two steps can still have a considerable 
deviationn from the minimum. Second, in contrast to quadratic functions, where each step 
inn the direction of the conjugate vector up to the exact minimum lowers by one the space 
dimensionn in which the function should be minimised, this is not true any more for a non-
quadraticc function. Finally, the function variables are not absolutely independent, and the 
Fletcher-Reevess result that the new vector is automatically conjugate to all previous found 
vectorss is not valid anymore. Hence, what is the point of spending time and efforts to find 
thee linear minimum if we do not need it later? The answer is there is no point at all. The 
firstt idea is that the linear minimization should be cancelled. But one needs then a general 
proceduree of conjugate vector construction that makes no use of line minimizations. This 
wil ll  be the second idea. At first glance this seems a bad idea, since nobody likes to solve the 
systemm of equations (B.5). Well, then we come up with the third idea! Let us allow each of 
ourr steps to have some projections on all conjugate vectors already found, and for example 
theyy improve the minima along the corresponding vectors, then we get the step (B.9) with the 
conjugatee vector determination by Formulae (B. 10),(B. 11) and (B. 14). This way the method 
hass fewer calls to the function and is less sensitive to accumulation of rounding errors in the 
conjugatee vectors set construction. And all what is said about it in section B.5 is valid. 

Inn paper [41] we give further development of Manevich's algorithm for non-quadratic 
functionss and show that it performs as good as the best variable metric methods and can 
evenn be applied, in special cases, to Monte Carlo type objective functions. We are able to 
extractt the covariant matrix at the minimum and it is done without additional calls to the 
functionn (see section B.5), so that it is now possible to carry out the error analysis too. We 
thinkk that the next step in this direction should be using the proposed algorithm as the basic 
optimiserr in constrained optimization methods. 


